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It succeeds the original NSX that was produced in Japan from to In December , Honda
America's CEO, Tetsuo Iwamura, confirmed to the automotive press that a new sports car
powered by a V10 engine would make its debut to the market by In April , Automobile magazine
reported that Honda was developing a new sports car to be a successor to the original NSX. It
was expected that the vehicle will incorporate an electric drivetrain to give the petrol engine a
boost of power. The new concept retained a 2-door coupe, mid-engine layout but with all-wheel
drive. The use of a high-tech platform made from lightweight materials permitted the weight to
be low. Power came from a 3. Acura's SH-AWD incorporates one electric motor in a dual-clutch
transmission to augment the thermal engine thus forming a hybrid setup. Additionally, two
more electric motors able to instantly send negative or positive torque to the front wheels
during cornering also formed part of the powertrain. Acura claimed the resulting all-wheel drive
system would provide better handling and matching acceleration while offering greater
efficiency relative to the naturally aspirated 4. Its design was an altered form of the new NSX's
final design in order to avoid leaks and speculations about the new sports car by the media.
Although the original name was retainedâ€”which stood for "New Sportscar
eXperimental"â€”the second generation model's name has been defined as " N ew S ports e X
perience". On 20 October , the Honda NSX was discontinued in Australia due to extremely
sluggish sales, only selling two units in Mechanically, the second generation of the NSX
represents a significant departure from the first generation since it features a hybrid electric
powertrain. It has a twin-turbocharged degree DOHC 4 valves per cylinder 3. The NSX completes
a quarter-mile run in The powertrain is separately assembled by Honda associates at its engine
plant in Anna, Ohio. The table below indicates the change in dimensions, [38] relative to the
original second generation concept car presented in The magazine lauded the NSX for its use of
hybrid technology in the service of an emotional driving experience. In August , Honda
announced improvements for the model year. New specially developed Continental tires were
also included. According to Honda, the car is nearly two seconds faster than the pre-update
model around the Suzuka Circuit. In , the car won at Sportsland Sugo and finished third in the
championship. The car featured a hybrid system in and , but it was abandoned for the season,
with hybrid systems banned from GT in It also won the Utah round of the Pirelli World
Challenge. The car also made its debut at the 24 Hours of Spa , finishing the hour race seventh
in the Pro-Am class. It has also showed good pace in the Intercontinental GT Challenge with a
pole position in Laguna Seca and an overall sixth place finish in the 24 Hours of Spa , despite
having to start from 33rd on the grid. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is
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stated that the design was "monumental" to sportscar design. He found that the car could easily
have handled more power and attempted to convince Honda to develop a more powerful engine,
but they declined. This resulted in Murray developing the F1 with a BMW engine, but he was so
fond of the NSX that he bought one for personal use and drove it for 75,km. Murray stated that
the NSX was "dear to his heart". It benefited from advanced aerodynamics and styling inspired
by an F fighter jet cockpit [5] and input from the late Formula One World Champion, Ayrton
Senna , during the final development stages. This NSX became the world's first mass-produced
car to feature an all- aluminium body. It was powered by an all-aluminium 3. It was presented at
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underwent a performance upgrade in , which saw the arrival of a larger 3. Cars with the 3. This
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hybrid electric powertrain, witha 3. The transmission is a 9-speed dual-clutch automatic. Its
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and other rigid and lightweight materials, some of which are the world's first applications.
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same economic downturn that resulted in the company quitting F1. To do that, it is a hybrid in
the McLaren P1 sense there are three electric motors dotted about the place and uses a newly
developed twin-turbo 3. But does the car at the end of them deserve its badge? The digital
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